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World’s First Exascale Supercomputer
Powered by AMD EPYC™ Processors and
AMD Instinct™ Accelerators

— Frontier supercomputer, powered by AMD EPYC CPUs and AMD Instinct Accelerators,
achieves number one spots on Top500, Green500 and HPL-AI performance lists, an industry

first —

— AMD powers five of the top ten most powerful and eight of the top ten most efficient
supercomputers in the world —

SANTA CLARA, Calif., May 30, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Today, AMD (NASDAQ: AMD)
showcased its continued leadership in high performance computing (HPC) by powering the
fastest and the most energy efficient supercomputers in the world, according to the latest
Top500 and Green500 lists.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s (ORNL) Frontier system submitted its very first score to the
Top500 list of 1.1 exaflops, making it the world’s fastest supercomputer and the first to break
the exascale barrier. Frontier’s performance is more than double the number two system and
greater than the sum of the next seven systems on the latest Top500 list.

In addition, the Frontier test and development system (TDS) secured the top spot on the
Green500 list, delivering 62.68 gigaflops/watt power-efficiency from a single cabinet of
optimized 3rd Gen AMD EPYC™ processors and AMD Instinct™ MI250x accelerators.
Finally, Frontier’s mixed-precision computing performance clocked in at 6.86 exaflops, as
measured by the High-Performance Linpack-Accelerator Introspection, or HPL-AI, test. Next
steps for Frontier include continued testing and validation of the system, which remains on
track for final acceptance and early science access later in 2022, and open for full science at
the beginning of 2023.

In other AMD EPYC and AMD Instinct MI200 systems, CSC’s LUMI supercomputer is third
on the Top500 list with 152 petaflops of performance and third on the Green500 list with
51.63 gigaflops/watt power-efficiency, and the Adastra system at GENCI-CINES is tenth on
the Top500 list and fourth on the Green500 list. These systems continue to highlight the
performance and efficiency capabilities of the AMD Instinct accelerators at a node, cabinet
and system level.

Additionally, the Top500 and Green500 lists showcase the rapidly growing preference for
AMD solutions across the HPC industry. On the Top500 list, AMD powers 94 total systems,
an increase of 95% year-over-year, and AMD Instinct MI200 accelerators made their first
entry to the Top500 list with seven systems. The performance number delivered by this
single generation of AMD Instinct based systems on the Top500 list almost equals the
combined Flops of the rest of the 161 accelerated system on Top500.

http://www.amd.com/
http://www.top500.org/
https://www.top500.org/lists/green500/
https://hpl-ai.org/
https://www.csc.fi/en/lumi


On the Green500 list, AMD EPYC processors and AMD Instinct accelerators now power the
four most efficient supercomputers in the world. Beyond that, AMD products are in eight of
the top ten, and 17 of the top 20 most efficient.

“We are excited that AMD EPYC processors and AMD Instinct accelerators power the
world’s fastest, most energy efficient, and first supercomputer to break the exascale barrier,”
said Forrest Norrod, senior vice president and general manager, Data Center Solutions
Group, AMD. “Innovation and delivering more performance and efficiency for
supercomputers is critical to addressing the world's most complex challenges. AMD EPYC
processors and AMD Instinct accelerators continue to push the envelope in high
performance computing, providing the performance needed to advance scientific
discoveries.”

“The Frontier supercomputer, powered by AMD and HPE, represents a massive step forward
for both science and for the HPC industry,” said Bronson Messer, director of science, Oak
Ridge Leadership Computing Facility. “Our collaboration with AMD has been critical for us to
ensure that we deploy the world’s leading platform for computational science. The Frontier
supercomputer taps into the combined performance of enhanced AMD CPUs and AMD
Instinct accelerators, along with an enhanced AMD ROCm™ 5 open software platform, to
deliver the performance researchers need to carry out scientific research for the good of all
mankind.”

“LUMI, one of the EuroHPC world-class supercomputers and leading platforms for artificial
intelligence, is built with leadership environmental sustainability and performance in mind,”
said Pekka Manninen, Director of the LUMI Leadership Computing Facility, CSC. “AMD
EPYC processors and AMD Instinct accelerators enable us to reach our most ambitious
scientific research goals while at the same time meeting and exceeding the EU’s most
stringent climate targets. We are extremely proud of our third-place position in the Green500
list, achieving 51.63 gigaflops/watt power-efficiency.”

The AMD Powered HPC Ecosystem Continues to Grow
AMD is leading the way in HPC by enabling partners and customers to deploy all sizes of
clusters, across key research areas including manufacturing, life sciences, financial
services, climate research and more. For instance, AMD EPYC processors now power
Thailand’s National Science and Technology Development Agency’s latest supercomputer,
providing the performance to advance research in medicine, weather forecasting and more.
Additionally, The Ohio Supercomputer Center recently announced Ascend, a new HPC
cluster comprised of Dell Technologies PowerEdge servers powered by AMD EPYC
processors.

The AMD Instinct and ROCm™ ecosystems offer customers support for key applications in
HPC, AI and machine learning as well as HIP and OpenMP® programming models, compiler
toolchain and analysis tools for scientific and industrial applications. Additionally, the AMD
Accelerator Cloud provides an environment to remotely access, evaluate and get the most
out of AMD Instinct accelerators and ROCm software.

HPC in the Cloud
HPC in the cloud expands access to compute, unlocking key research applications and
business workloads that lead to better designed products and accelerate time to market. The
latest Google Cloud C2D virtual machines (VMs) with confidential computing extend the
momentum of AMD EPYC processors powering highly-performant and efficient HPC
solutions from leading cloud service providers. Electric supercar innovator, Rimac, recently
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deployed Microsoft Azure HBv3 virtual machines – powered by 3rd Gen AMD EPYC™
processors with AMD 3D V-Cache™ technology – to increase performance and scalability
for its electric supercar simulations.

Visit the AMD booth #E510 at ISC 2022 to learn more about AMD solutions for HPC and talk
with AMD experts.

Supporting Resources

Learn more about AMD EPYC Processors and AMD Instinct Accelerators
Read more about AMD Exascale Computing Technologies and AMD HPC
Solutions
Read the full Top500 and Green500 lists
Follow AMD and AMD Server on Twitter
Connect with AMD on LinkedIn

About AMD
For more than 50 years AMD has driven innovation in high-performance computing, graphics
and visualization technologies. Billions of people, leading Fortune 500 businesses and
cutting-edge scientific research institutions around the world rely on AMD technology daily to
improve how they live, work and play. AMD employees are focused on building leadership
high-performance and adaptive products that push the boundaries of what is possible. For
more information about how AMD is enabling today and inspiring tomorrow, visit the AMD
(NASDAQ: AMD) website, blog, LinkedIn and Twitter pages.
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